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Read the text and answer questions number 1 and 2
FANTASTIC MODERN WOODEN HOUSE
For rent:
- In a strategic location (downtown)
- Four bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bathroom, veranda, garage
- Affordable
- Phone: 08156675397

1. What is the text about ... .
A. An Inn
B. A hotel
C. Real Estate
D. A Dormitory
E. A residence

2. Where is the location of the house… .
A. In a village
B. In a suburb
C. In a hometown
D. In a country
E. In a downtown

The following text is for question 3 to 4.
WHY WAIT FOR A BETTER JOB
Get your time for a great job now National Air is looking for fulltime representatives for sales and
reservations. Talk to our employees and discover why we’re the best thing in the air.
Interviews on the spot! Bring your resume and CV.
OPEN HOUSE
National Air Headquarters
Southeast Regional Airport
Monday, Jan 5, 7.30 am

3. What is the text about … .
A. National Air is looking for new employees
B. People discover National Air is the best Airways
C. National Air is the worst Airways ever
D. National Air is interviewing people
E. People wait for a better job in life

4. What is the purpose of the text above … .
A. To invite reader about celling the tickets
B. To describe reader aboutNational Air
C. To show off the crews of National Air
D. To recruit potential employees
E. To persuade reader to come to the open house

Read the text and answer questions number 5 and 6
Company, Inc.
123 Alphabet Drive
Los Angeles, California 90002

November 15th, 2016

Ms. Erin Uno
Supervisor of Product Development
Pet Supply Provider, Inc.
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472 Canine Road
Los Angeles, California 90002

Dear Ms. Smith:

It was a pleasure meeting you at the conference last week. As we discussed, I sincerely believe that the
widget gizmo produced by Company, Inc. can greatly streamline your production process. If you are still
willing, I would like to bring some of the key members of my team along with me to meet with you at
Pet Supply Provider, Inc. We would like to give you an overview of our services and discuss with you
the best plan to suit your needs.

Meeting in person would allow us to fully evaluate your wants and needs. Our team is available to meet
any time this week or next. Please let me know, at your earliest convenience, when you would be
available.

Cordially,

Johny Shallow
Vice President of Company, Inc.
555-555-5555
s.brown@companyinc.com

5. The letter tell is about … .
A. Requesting a meeting with Pet Supply Provider
B. Ordering the widget gizmo produced by Company, Inc.
C. Confirming the meeting between Company, Inc. and Pet Supply Provider
D. Applying an offered job at Company, Inc.
E. Offering widgets gizmo to Company, Inc.

6. What will Johny Shallow do if Pet Supply Provider, Inc. gives positive response?
A. He and Ms. Erin Uno will discuss about the best widget gizmo for Pet Supply Provider, Inc.
B. He and Ms. Erin Uno will create new brand collaborating between two companies
C. He and his team will sell their new brand to Pet Supply Provider, Inc.
D. He and his team will convince Pet Supply Provider, Inc. to cooperate with them
E. He and his team will apply and be interviewed by Ms. Erin Uno

Read the text and answer questions number 7 and 8
The Foreign Ministry handed over three Indonesian hostages freed by the notorious Abu Sayyaf group to
their respective families on Friday afternoon.

7. What does the text inform us … .
A. The kidnapping of three Indonesian hostages
B. The escape of three Indonesian hostages
C. The release of three Indonesian hostage
D. The negotiation between Foreign Ministry and Abu Sayyaf
E. The reunification of three Indonesian hostages with their families

8. Who is Abu Sayyaf group?
A. People who helped three Indonesian hostages
B. People who kidnapped three Indonesian hostages
C. People who worked for Foreign Ministry
D. People who live with three Indonesian hostages
E. People who handed over three Indonesian hostages

Read the text and answer questions number 9 and 11
I was born as Christian Rahardi in Jakarta on 16 September 1949 to Laurens Rahadi and Hanna Rahadi.

mailto:brown@companyinc.com
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My father was a Chinese-Betawi entrepreneur and my mother was a Chinese-Sundanese housewife. I was
the second of three sons, my brothers were Joris and Vicky. My family lived on Talang Street near
Menteng, Central Jakarta, until 1954, when we moved to Pegangsaan Street (also in Menteng).
While attending GIKI Elementary School, I befriended the neighbouring Nasution family; I became
especially close to Bamid Gauri, with whom I played badminton and flew kites. I also began listening to
my father's record collection, singing along to songs by Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, and
Dean Martin. After graduating from elementary school, I attended Christian Middle School III
Diponegoro.
Beatle mania reached Indonesia while I was in Senior High School PSKD Menteng, and increased my
interest in music. Responding to my desire to play an instrument, my father bought me a guitar. I chose the
bass guitar, as I considered it the easiest to master. As they could not read music, I and Joris learned to
play by accompanying our father's records and songs recorded from the radio. In time we began playing at
school events, with vocals by mine. During this period I began smoking in school; when caught, I was
punished by being forced to smoke eight cigarettes at once, in front of the assembled pupils. However, this
failed to cure my habit and I eventually became a chain smoker.

9. Who was the most inspiring figure for the writer … .
A. His father
B. His brothers
C. His neighbor
D. Beatle
E. Bing Crosby

10. How did the writer learn to play music at first … .
A. By listening to my father's record collection
B. By attending Christian Middle School III Diponegoro
C. By watching many live music show
D. By accompanying our father's records
E. By hiring a music and vocal teacher

11. What was the writer’s bad routine … .
A. Playing badminton and kite with his neighbor
B. Listening to his father's record collection
C. Singing along to songs by Bing Crosby
D. Accompanying his father's records and songs
E. Smoking at school and became a chain smoker

Read the text and answer questions number 11 to 13.
1. Read the computer's manual for information on its limit on usable memory and the number of

memory slots. The experts at Hardware Secrets recommend using one of the many computer memory
scanning programs if the manual is not available. Determine if your computer requires SDRAM
Format memory.

2. Investigate the computer's existing memory. Double-click on the "My Computer" icon on the
desktop, and then click on "View System Information". At the bottom of the window, you will find
the amount of RAM your system already has installed.

3. Select a memory card that offers the highest upgrade usable by your system. The experts at What
Laptop warn that most notebook computers only feature two memory slots, and some laptops cannot
use memory cards over a specific size. This means you may be limited in the amount of RAM you
can add.

4. Seek for memory cards that offer warranties and guarantees that the products will work. Memory
cards are fragile, and can easily break in transit to your home or to the store.

5. Get RAM that matches the brand already used in the computer if possible. According to the experts at
Bleeping Computers, matching sets of RAM generally work better than mismatched pairs.

12. What is the purpose of the text... .
A. To describe how memory cards work
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B. To explain how memory cards apply
C. To persuade readers how important the function of memory cards
D. To  guide readers how to choose memory for notebook
E. To inform the location of the memory cards

13. Before choosing a suitable memory cards for your notebook, what do you do... .
A. Check the computer’s existing memory
B. Read the computer’s manual
C. Look for memory cards offering warranties
D. Find the memory store
E. Purchase RAM

14. “Get RAM that matches the brand already used in the computer if possible (Last paragraph). The underlined
word has similar meaning with….
A. Press
B. Button
C. Buy
D. Offer
E. Install

Read the text to answer the question number 15 – 17.
My friends and I were discussing the school’s new rule that the entire student must wear a cap and tie. One
of them showed her annoyance. She said that wearing a cap and a tie was only suitable for a flag rising
ceremony. So, she was against the rule. Contras to the girl’s opinion. the other students was gland with it,
He said that he didn’t mind with the new rule because wearing cap and a tie will make the students look
great and like real educated persons. The first student gave the reasons that they would feel uncomfortable
and hot. Moreover, the classrooms were not air conditioned. The second said it wasn’t a big problem. He
was sure that the student would wear them proudly. They would surely be used to it any way.

15. They boy said that he agreed with the new rule in his school. Which statement shows his agreement ...
A. He was not annoyed
B. He would not obey the rule
C. He didn’t care of the rule
D. He didn’t like wearing a cap and tie.
E. He didn’t mind wearing a cap and tie.

16. The boy believed that all students would....
A. Have a high spirit to study
B. Solve their own problems
C. Care for their environment
D. Follow the new rule
E. Feel uncomfortable

17. “One of them showed her annoyance...”(line2). The Underline word is close in meaning to ...
A. Responsibility
B. displeasure
C. agrement
D. applause
E. response

Read the text to answer th question number 18 – 20.
The ascension employment of Indonesian women workers comes mostly from middle-and-upper-income
families. This is because many of them have got higher education.
Today more than half of all women college graduates are employed, compared to four out often high
school graduates, three out often elementary school graduates, and only two out often among those with
less than grade five in school. Most of the working girls in the 1980s were unskilled, but today's working
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women have considerably more education than those who do not work. Among the working women only
three fourths are high school graduates and less than 10 percent have not been to high school at all.
Most of them are well-educated middle class working women hold white collar or professional jobs.
Although many other kinds of work are offered to college graduated women, clerical work and teaching
are mostly preferred. About three fifths of the girls who are graduated from high schools take clerical jobs.

18. What is the passage about?
A. Tile shirt from household work to professional and clerical work for women
B. A comparison between well-educated and less educated working women
C. The number of employed middle-class working women
D. Job choice for working women
E. Working women in the 1980s

19. The main idea of paragraph two is ...
A. More than half of college graduated women are professionals
B. Many kinds of work are offered to educated women
C. Less educated working women like working as clerks
D. The profession as a teacher and a clerk is suitable for women
E. The profession as a teacher is better than the profession as a clerk

20. Which is TRUE about women employees according to the text?
A. Most high-school graduates take clerical jobs.
B. There are more college graduates than high-school graduates.
C. Elementary-school graduates are comparable to college graduates.
D. The women workers are mostly elementary-school graduates.
E. Less than twenty percent of women workers didn't finish elementary school.

The following text is for questions number 21 – 23.
Education has an important role in our life. There are educational systems all over the world. Most Asian
countries have different educational systems compared to Western countries because educational systems
are mostly reflections of culture and society.
Educational systems in Asia reflect how group work and tradition are more valued than individualism.
Therefore, Asian students help each others in doing their assignments. They learn social skills or working
together.
Additionally, the learning activities are more formal because it is teacher-centered since the students’s role
is listen to, recite, and memorize what teacher teaches. The Asian educational systems also require the
students to stay longer in school to study. It make the students disciplined with self-control.
However, the Asian educational systems have disadvantages. The information will be easily forgotten. The
students are reluctant to express their ideas and opinions. Therefore, it makes them to be less active and
creative.
Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of Asian educational systems, the government should
reconsider the systems of education used in our country.

21. Which statement is true according to the text, except ... .
A. The students are reluctant to express their ideas
B. The students are less active and creative
C. The students are indisciplined with self-control
D. The Asian educational systems require the students to study longer at school
E. The Asian educational systems reflect how group work and tradition are more valued

22. “understanding the advantages and disadvantages of .......”. The underlined word has the closest meaning
with ... .
A. Disagreements
B. Dissatisfactions
C. Drawbacks
D. Drawstrings
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E. Disappointments

23. What can be infered according to the text ... .
A. Communication skill is not important
B. Educational systems should be renewed annually
C. Culture and society reflect the educational system
D. Educational systems are different
E. Educational systems has an important role

The following text is for questions number 24 – 26.
One of the most incredible natural masterpieces is the rainbow. The seven colours, nemely, violet, indigo,
bluw, green, red, yellow, and orange make rainbows beautiful and colourful.
Rainbow appears in the sky, usually after or during the rain. It appears in the sky when the sunlight passes
through a thin medium to a denser medium. All seven colours that are present in white light form a semi-
circular rainbow. It is believed that a rainbow after rain indicates that there will be no more rain.

24. “It appears in the sky when ....”What does the underlined word refer to … .
A. The rainbows
B. The rainbows’ colours
C. The rain
D. The rainbow
E. The sunlight

25. “.....the most incredible natural masterpieces”. The same meaning of the underlined word is ... .
A. Frightening
B. Magnificent
C. Good-looking
D. Miserable
E. Awful

26. What is the main idea of paragraph 2… .
A. The colours of rainbow
B. The process of rainbow’s colours
C. The process of how rainbow happens
D. The sunlight of rainbow
E. A semi-circular rainbow

Read the text and answer questions number 27 to 28
Almost everybody must have ridden a bicycle in their childhood. You also might have had cycling
competitions with your siblings, cousins and friends to figure out who was the fastest or who had the most
stamina. Cycling is not only a fun filled activity, but also a great way to work out. Biking for women has
real benefits and helps increase your strength and stamina. It also is one form of exercise that even a
relatively old man can do too
Is biking a good way to lose weight? Yes, this question is the first one that came to my mind too. And the
fact is that cycling a minimum of 30 – 45 minutes has immense benefits. Toping all the other reasons is
that an useful activity that helps you to lose your weight. It is an excellent cardiovascular exercise ever and
hence the weight loss!
In today’s hectic lifestyle we have forgotten to take a moment and look around at the nature. Cycling is a
great activity to explore new places in the town and be one with nature. So, it gives benefit to decrease
stress. Studies have shown that cyclists have lower stress levels as compared to non cyclists. The increased
blood flow and sweat induces production of mood enhancing hormones leading to lower stress levels.
Because of that, cycling in the sun at early morning or afternoon or evening induces quality deep and
restful sleep at night. Insomniacs can greatly benefit from this activity.
So, what are you waiting for? Jump on that bicycle and pedal away to enjoy the immense benefits of it, as
biking is good for your health!
http://www.stylecraze.com
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27. What does the text talk about … .
A. The reason why people should go cycling routine
B. The importance of cycling for body and health
C. The effect of cycling to minimize stress
D. The benefits of cycling
E. The description of cycling

28. What can be inferred from the text above … .
A. Cycling is only for people who get stress
B. Cycling gives many benefits for our health
C. Biking only useful for losing weight
D. Biking routinely is in vain for people
E. Cycling in the evening provides us sleep deeply

The following question is for number 29 to 31
Springdale Estate
Regulations for Wedding/Receptions
In Auerbach Hall Gardens

1) The hall and/or approved areas in the garden of Springdale Estate are available for wedding and
receptions during normal operating hours, while the gardens are also open to the public. Hours: 8 A.M
– 8 P.M

2) The cost for a wedding or reception is Rp, 75.000 per person. If the reception includes the catering,
there will be additional cost Rp, 100.000.

3) All persons must depart the gardens no later than the normal closing time. A late fee Rp, 10.000 per
hour will be charged until all person have exited the properly,

4) Rehearsal, if a rehearsal is planned prior the wedding day, no more than 10 people will be admitted
fee.

5) A security deposit of IDR 200.000 must be made at least 30 days prior to the function. This deposit
will be returned provided the grounds are left free of damage and litter.

29. For whom are these instructions written ... .
A. People going to a business meeting
B. People planning to get married
C. People going to a late - night party
D. People planning to tour to the garden
E. People going to meet an old friend

30. What is the reason that a security deposit not be returned ... .
A. If the grounds were not left clean
B. If to many of people attended an event
C. If guests failed to leave before the closing time
D. If unauthorized areas of the estate were used
E. If there is something error

31. “Rehearsal, if a rehearsal is planned prior…..” . The underline word means … .
A. Preparation
B. Implementation
C. Orientation
D. Correlation
E. Duration

32. Arrange the following sentences into a good paragraph!
1. Chlorophyll gives leaves their green color
2. Plants make their own food

http://www.stylecraze.com
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3. They take gas called carbon dioxide into food and oxygen
4. Plants make their water from the ground through their roots
5. Plants make their own food using sunlight and something called chlorophyll.
6. Oxygen gas the air that we need breathe.

A. 6 - 3 - 5 - 1 - 2 - 4
B. 2 - 6 - 1 - 3 - 4 - 5
C. 2 - 4 - 1 - 5 - 3 - 6
D. 5 - 1 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 6
E. 2 - 4 - 3 - 6 - 5 - 1

Correct the losing words below
An active mountain, there are hot spots in the Earth's crust where heat melts underground rock. As the
rock melts, gases are released and mix with (33) … rock called magma. The magma bubbles and rises,
cutting through the rock, creating a channel. It then accumulates in a magma chamber deep underground.
Over time, high pressure caused by both the magma and gases build up in the chamber, forcing the
magma to rise and (34) … the volcano to form as a mountain. Then it violently explodes out the top and
even the sides of the volcano! Fiery rocks and ash rain down from out of the sky after an eruption. But
sometimes, lava, (35) … is what the magma is called after it comes out of the volcano, quietly oozes out
of one or several holes ( called vents ) with no explosion at all.

33. A. Molten
B. Burning
C. Solid
D. Gas
E. Fire

34. A. Cause
B. Causes
C. Caused
D. Causing
E. Had causing

35. A. Who
B. Whom
C. Of whom
D. Which
E. Of which

The text for question number 36 – 37.
ANNOUNCEMENT

This announcement is addressed to the students of XII IPS1 (46) of SMA Budi Utama Sidoarjo. You will
have interview test next Sunday. Prepare yourselves  well. The interview test will be held :
Place : Language lab
Day/date : Monday, 23 January 2017
Time : Start at 8 a.m
All students are required to join and bring your curriculum vitae. Hopefully this interview test can provide
you benefit experience

Mr. Gorbachev
English teacher

36. The text talks about … .
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A. Announcement of job opportunity.
B. Telling information about interview test.
C. Preparation for interview test.
D. Informing new language laboratory.
E. Informing to bring curriculum vitae.

37. When will the test be held ... .
A. On Monday evening.
B. Last Monday.
C. Next Monday.
D. Tomorrow.
E. On Monday morning.

The text for question number 38 – 39.
Thousands of dogs in Bengkalis regency, Riau, will be vaccinated for rabies following the revocation of
the rabies-free status of Bengkalis Island by the government in September.

38. The text above mainly talk about … .
A. The revocation of the rabies-free status in Riau.
B. Mass rabbies disease at Bengkalis in September.
C. Mass rabbies vaccination for dogs in Riau.
D. Thousands of dogs in Bengkalis, Riau.
E. Bengkalis Island will be vaccinated.

39. Why should many dogs be vaccinated … .
A. To get Bengkalis rabbies-free status
B. To cure many sick dogs because of rabies
C. To kill dogs which get rabbies
D. To vaccinate rabies dogs
E. To make dogs healthy.

The text for question number 40 – 41.
Lumajang, 20th January 2017

HRD of PT. Multiproof Manufacture
Jl. PB. Sudirman No. 206
Mojokerto

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to apply for the position of salesperson, which you advertised in the Indonesian Post of
January14th 2017.
I would be very interested in working as a salesperson and I enjoy meeting and talking to people.
I enclose my recent photograph and curriculum vitae. I would be happy to send any further details you
may require. I would be available for an interview at anytime. Thank you very much for your
consideration and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

Yours faithfully,

Gina Septia

40. What is the letter about ... .
A. Job vacancy.
B. Applying a job.
C. Confirming a job opportunity.
D. Looking for a job.
E. Rejecting a job opportunity.
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41. Why is Gina interested to be a salesperson ... .
A. She needs a job.
B. She needs money to earn her study.
C. She enjoy interacting with people.
D. She prefers being interviewed.
E. She wants to have a better future.

The text for question number 42 – 43.
DATABASE / GRAPHICS PACKAGE DESIGN
Requirements
- Min. D3 Academy of computer science
- Have experience in computer graphics and database
- Having a good personal appearance and a pleasant personality
- Fluent in English both oral and written
- Minimum two years experience
Please send your application letter, CV, recent photograph & expected salary, to:
Pranata Informatindo, JL. Sudirman No. 22 Denpasar, Bali

42. What is the advertisement about ... .
A. Database / graphics design.
B. Pranata Informatindo.
C. Job vacancy.
D. JL. Sudirman No.22
E. Computer graphics.

43. Which requirement is NOT according to the text above ... .
A. Fluent in English both speaking and writing.
B. Min. D3 Academy of Technology.
C. Having a good looking appearance and pleasant personality.
D. Have minimum two years experience.
E. Have experience in computer graphics and database.
The text for question number 44 – 46.
I was born Feb. 12, 1809, in Hardin County, Kentucky. My parents were both born in Virginia of
undistinguished families - second families, perhaps I should say. My mother, who died in my tenth year,
was of a family of the name of Hanks, some of whom now reside in Adams, and others in Macon counties,
Illinois.
I was raised to farm work, which I continued till I was twenty-two. At twenty-one I came to Illinois, and
passed the first year in Illinois-Macon county. Then I got to New Salem (at that time in Sangamon, now in
Menard county) where I remained a year as a sort of clerk in a store. Then came the Black Hawk War; and
I was elected a Captain of Volunteers - a success which gave me more pleasure than any I have had since.
I went the campaign, was elated, ran for the Legislature the same year (1832) and was beaten - the only
time I have been beaten by the people. The next, and three succeeding biennial elections, I was elected to
the Legislature. I was not a candidate afterwards. During this Legislative period I had studied law, and
removed to Springfield to practice it. In 1846 I was once elected to the lower House of Congress. Was not
a candidate for re-election. From 1849 to 1854, both inclusive, practiced law more assiduously than ever
before. Always a Whig in politics, and generally on the Whig electoral tickets, making active canvasses. I
was losing interest in politics, when the repeal of the Missouri Compromise aroused me again. What I
have done since then is pretty well known.

44. Where was Abraham Lincoln elected as a Captain of volunteers ... .
A. Hardin County.
B. Illionis.
C. New Salem.
D. Missouri.
E. Virginia.
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45. What did Abraham Lincoln do in Springfield ... .
A. Be a Captain of Volunteers.
B. Be elected to the Legislature.
C. Studied politics..
D. Practiced law.
E. Practiced to be politician.

46. The next, and three succeeding biennial elections, I was elected to the Legislature.
What does the underline word means … .
A. It occurs in every year
B. It occurs in 2 years
C. It occurs in 3 years
D. It occurs in 4 years
E. It occurs in 5 years

The text for question number 47 – 49.
Smoking ban policies are implemented in some American states and cities but the contentions on whether
they are necessary and relevant are still heard from supporters and critics. Restrictions on cigarette
smoking can be traced back as early the 16th century and up to now, this issue remains to be controversial.
To get an idea on how people are taking smoking bans, here are some of the views expressed by
proponents and opponents.
Advocates for smoking bans claim that passing a policy to prohibit smoking in public places can lessen the
possibility of second-hand smoke being inhaled by non-smokers. The supporters also say that states and
cities which have non-smoking policies and prohibited smoking in restaurants and public indoor spaces
have better indoor air quality then the cities which still allow smoking public. With restricting smoking,
supporters posit that it will decrease the waste since there will be lesser cigarette butts and lesser toxic
garbage that can be stuck in water systems. It is also believed by the supporters that it can lessen the
chance of influencing others to take on the habit.
For many smokers, smoking bans is one of the government’s ways of interfering in their lifestyle. They
find this offensive because they believe that, since smoking is not a crime, the government nor anyone else
should not have a say about what they do and limit their freedom. In principle, smoking bans aren’t
effective since they will make people just avoid places with smoking bans and smoke elsewhere rather
than to quit or at least to reduce their tobacco consumption. Implementing smoking bans also can be very
difficult. There are many people and even establishments that don’t respect the ban mainly because the
penalties aren’t so stiff and won’t get offenders into too much trouble.
These are just some of the pros and cons of smoking bans. Government officials, business owners, and
ordinary citizens should weigh them carefully to decide if smoking bans are worth implementing or not.

47. What is the main idea of the third paragraph ... .
A. Many people agree with government’s way to ban smoking.
B. Implemenetig smoking bans can be very difficult.
C. Smokers thing that smoking bans is annoying their lifestyle.
D. Smokers thing soking bans aren’t effective.
E. Smoking is not a crime.

48. “They find this offensive because they believe that ...” The underlined word has similar meaning to ... .
A. Defense.
B. Argument.
C. Prohibition.
D. Allowance.
E. Attack.

49. Why do people thing with restricting smoking can decrease the waste ... .
A. Because they will have better indoor air.
B. There will be lesser cigarette butts and lesser toxic garbage.
C. It can lessen the chance of influencing others to take on the habit.
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D. Because it reduces tobacco consumtion.
E. Because there’re no more smokers.

Everybody should change their way of life to reduce global warming. There are several things that we can
do. One of them is by buying and consuming fresh local groceries as much as possible. It of course
includes local vegetables, fruits, bread, etc.
Local groceries don’t need much transportation to get it into the market. It of course means, the amount of
carbon dioxide produced is less than the groceries from other region. Therefore, by buying local groceries
we are helping reduce the amount of carbon dioxide produced.
Consuming fresh groceries instead of frozen ones are healthier for us. Furthermore, fresh food or groceries
means no requirements for it to be freeze up. It means that no electricity is needed and saving energy
means reducing carbon dioxide and money.
So, from now on we should consume fresh local groceries to reduce global warming.

50. Why should everyone change the way of life ... .
A. To buy local product.
B. To consume local groceries.
C. To save money.
D. To reduce carbon dioxide.
E. To reduce global warming.


